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Executive Summary

ENERGY IS A prerequisite for a functioning society and is critical for all societal and 
infrastructural services, and military capabilities. Antagonistic non-military threats 
against a country’s energy supply pose a great challenge to national security.

Recent discussions on hybrid threats and greyzone activities have brought state-initiated 
antagonistic threats against critical infrastructure into focus in Western democracies, not least 
non-military energy-related threats. Hybrid and greyzone threats are usually associated with: 
cyber attacks; political, economic and psychological influences; disinformation and information 
warfare; infiltration; illegal intelligence gathering; sabotage; and threats and pressures against 
policymakers and key personnel. Activities related to these threats have been observed in 
the energy sector.

This paper aims to raise awareness of antagonistic state-initiated non-military  
energy-related threats, and examines existing knowledge on the vulnerabilities of energy 
systems. It first examines the energy-related threat spectrum and the prerequisites for staging 
a threat, and analyses the possibilities for improved security. It concludes with some policy 
recommendations.

Raising awareness is the first step in the process of improving the protection of energy systems 
and preparing for encountering non-military energy-related threats. Presumed and confirmed 
Russian energy-related activities in Ukraine – namely cyber attacks, sabotage, propaganda and 
political pressure – are used in this paper to illustrate the overall threat spectrum. The examples 
given involve energy both as a means of antagonism and as a target in the ongoing conflict.

While some antagonistic means, such as cyber methods, seem to only hit some system 
functionality and have a minor effect on supply security, their purpose might be to create and 
exploit secondary effects, including those of an economic and psychological nature. A potential 
aggressor might want to optimise the prospects of successfully using these means of power. 
Thus, the prerequisites for actually staging a threat or carrying out an attack, in terms of indirect 
threats, are also relevant. As such, this paper examines preparatory antagonistic actions, namely 
indirect threats. This examination is inspired by lessons learned from Swedish experiences, 
based on interviews and consultative workshops with representatives from Swedish energy 
companies and governmental agencies.

Countermeasures, strategies and policy for improved security are needed. The conditions for 
policymaking, however, need to be understood – not least the market conditions limiting the 
possibilities for the implementation of policy and the fact that private energy companies’ core 
business duty is not national security. A necessary foundation for policy impact and effective 
strategies is improved system resilience in general. Resilience, in terms of increased robustness 
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and improved ability to re-establish operations when something goes wrong, can contribute to 
deterring antagonistic behaviour and raise the threshold for attacks.

Moreover, the energy sector is currently undergoing a great transformation, driven by new 
technological opportunities and environmental and climate policies, entailing more renewable 
energy sources, electrification and decentralised smart grids, among others. Future energy 
supply systems can be designed to become at least as secure as today’s systems. Security 
concerns and thorough risk analyses, including the antagonistic perspective, must, however, be 
given a prominent place in the ongoing energy transition.

The paper concludes with policy recommendations to prepare for future threats. Antagonistic 
non-military threats should primarily be met with non-military countermeasures. Private sector 
energy actors play a central role when it comes to system security in general and detecting 
threats in particular. Policy should, among other things, aim for generating favourable conditions 
and incentives for energy sector actors to participate in and contribute to the development 
of strategies on how to counter antagonistic non-military threats. Policy should also promote  
in-depth collaboration between intelligence and security services, and civil authorities and 
private actors, to increase the ability to detect and identify threats and raise awareness of 
antagonistic non-military threats among private energy industry actors.

Ministries and governmental agencies responsible for, or associated with, national security, 
defence and security of supply issues need to address the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure 
by way of increased knowledge on specific sectors, systems and actors, rather than a unilateral 
focus on overall principles of crisis management. Policymakers should strive to create 
favourable conditions for flexible crisis preparedness by removing obsolete legal obstacles and 
administrative burdens. There is also reason to believe that there is a need to redefine what 
should be considered ‘worthy of protection’.



Introduction

ENERGY IS A prerequisite for a functioning society and is critical for societal and 
infrastructural services, as well as military capabilities. Without energy, everything stops, 
including the continuity of critical government services, telecommunications and the 

distribution of essential goods. Moreover, without electricity, fuel and heating, the safety and 
health of citizens can be threatened.

The strained international security situation in Europe since the 2014 Russian aggression against 
Ukraine, as well as Chinese foreign policy and intelligence activities, have brought antagonistic 
state-initiated threats against critical infrastructure into focus,1 not least non-military  
energy-related threats. Long-lasting energy supply disturbances or disruptions could not only 
moderately harm the economy and complicate the operations of societal functions, but also 
entail more severe and uncontrollable effects. These can include a lack of clean drinking water, 
the spread of diseases, food shortages and increased mortality in hospitals and nursing homes.

Most Western democracies have semi-regulated energy sectors based on market principles, 
as is the case for most infrastructural services. The security of a country’s energy supply is 
obviously a national security issue, though it is largely dependent on private sector actors. This 
requires a number of public–private considerations.

Aim and Scope
The aim of this paper is, first, to raise awareness of non-military energy-related threats 
by presenting an overall threat spectrum, as well as discussing vulnerabilities and other 
circumstances facilitating hostile preparations for non-military antagonism. Second, the paper 
aims to elaborate on what is needed for the protection of energy systems and how to prepare 
for non-military energy-related threats.

The paper focuses on state-initiated non-military threats rather than on acts of terror or criminal 
actions. However, terrorists and criminals, as well as companies and individual actors, can act 
as proxies on behalf of an antagonistic state. The paper focuses on the defender’s perspective, 
namely, Western democracies with open and market-oriented energy sectors.

Although the paper’s main focus is energy-related threats, much of the general  
reasoning – as well as potential countermeasures and the conditions for policy – can be 
applied to other critical infrastructure sectors and important societal services, including 
telecommunications, transport, water and food supply, and healthcare.

1. See, for example, Alessandro Niglia (ed.), Critical Infrastructure Protection Against Hybrid Warfare 
Security Related Challenges (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 2016).
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The notion that energy infrastructure could be a target for non-military attacks by other 
states is not new. The paper’s main contribution to existing discourse on energy security and 
non-military threats is its attempt to expand current knowledge, by using industry sources, 
on critical infrastructure protection, with a focus on the energy sector, against state-initiated 
antagonism. General market principles, such as free competition and freedom of ownership, 
and specific market trends, such as digitalisation, technical standardisation and outsourcing, are 
highlighted as prerequisites for actually staging a threat. Moreover the role of governments and 
governmental agencies in the creation of favourable conditions and promotion of incentives for 
energy sector actors is highlighted.

Antagonistic Non-Military Threats, Hybrid Warfare and the 
Greyzone
Antagonistic non-military threats are often associated with forms of warfare including: ‘hybrid’, 
‘greyzone’, ‘asymmetric’, irregular’ and ‘non-linear’. An extensive debate surrounds these 
concepts – especially ‘hybrid’ and ‘greyzone’.2 Frequent questions include, for example, whether 
a single threat can in fact be denominated as a hybrid threat, whether the greyzone is the only 
possible arena for hybrid warfare and whether greyzone tactics are the same as hybrid tactics.

Nevertheless, existing definitions often assume that the hostile activities concerned have a 
multi-dimensional effect;3 they can affect different parts of society, and associated outcomes 
are the fruit of conscious composite actions.4 The involvement of non-state actors is also 
frequently emphasised in current understandings, which highlights an uncertainty as to which 
actors are involved and who orchestrates the activities. The challenges are also considered to 
be dependent on how the threats are perceived.5

This is not a new phenomenon, as states have long used different types of combined non-military 
tools in some sense. Michael J Mazarr argues that ‘[c]oncepts such as political destabilization, 

2. See, for example, Donald Stoker and Craig Whiteside, ‘Blurred Lines: Gray-Zone Conflict and Hybrid 
War – Two Failures of American Strategic Thinking’, Naval War College Review (Vol. 73, No. 1, 
2020); Lyle J Morris et al., Gaining Competitive Advantage in the Gray Zone: Response Options for 
Coercive Aggression Below the Threshold of Major War (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 
2019); Stacie L Pettyjohn and Becca Wasser, Competing in the Gray Zone: Russian Tactics and 
Western Responses (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2019).

3. See, for example, Frank G Hoffman, ‘The Contemporary Spectrum of Conflict: Protracted, Gray 
Zone, Ambiguous, and Hybrid Modes of War’, in ‘The Heritage Foundation: 2016 Index of US 
Military Strength’, pp. 25–36.

4. See, for example, Miroslaw Banasik, ‘Unconventional War and Warfare in the Gray Zone. The New 
Spectrum of Modern Conflicts’, Journal of Defense Resources Management (Vol. 7, No. 1, 2016), pp. 37–46.

5. See, for example, Philip Kapusta, ‘The Gray Zone’, Special Warfare (Vol. 28, No. 4, October–December 
2015), pp. 18–25.
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support for proxies and militias, information campaigns, and much more have been a staple of 
statecraft since the city states of Ancient Greece were vying for influence’.6

In summary, applying greyzone or hybrid strategies through non-military means is essentially 
about trying to achieve political or other goals without escalating a situation to war or causing 
other powerful reactions.7 At the same time, greyzone or hybrid methods can be escalatory; 
they can constitute a conflict situation where the next step could be the use of military means. 
As the antagonists have initiated this process, they may have a future advantage if the activities 
are in line with long-term future military options.

In this paper, the term ‘non-military’ will be used rather than ‘hybrid’ and ‘greyzone’ when 
referring to threats and means. Examples of non-military means are: political, economic and 
psychological influence activities; aggressive diplomacy; disinformation and information 
warfare; subversive activities; illegal intelligence gathering; sabotage; staging criminal actions; 
threats and pressures against policymakers and key personnel; and cyber attacks. Here,  
non-military threats do not include accidents, natural disasters or criminality in general.

Structure
The first chapter discusses how the overall threat spectrum is defined through examples of 
presumed and confirmed Russian energy-related activities in Ukraine, including cyber attacks, 
sabotage and the use of energy as a tool for political pressure. To some, these activities may 
be seen as indirectly aimed at the rest of the world, in the sense that Ukraine has served as 
a testing laboratory for future attacks directed against Western democracies and/or as an 
object of demonstration of Russian capabilities.8 Nevertheless, an armed conflict is ongoing in 
Ukraine, so the overall threat spectrum needs to be supplemented with potential antagonistic 
peacetime activities to optimise the prospects of successfully using non-military means, such as 
mapping and creating vulnerabilities as well as capitalising on market conditions that facilitate 
antagonistic activities.

Consequently, the second chapter elaborates on the prerequisites of actually staging a threat or 
carrying out an attack. It focuses on indirect threats, including: insiders and infiltrators; potential 
vulnerabilities (such as unhealthy subcontractor dependencies and insecure support systems); 
and unsound ownership relations and market conditions attracting antagonistic influence. The 
discussion is inspired by lessons learned from Swedish experiences but is internationally valid, 
at least when it comes to market conditions generally associated with Western democracies.

6. Michael J Mazarr, Mastering the Gray Zone: Understanding a Changing Era of Conflict (Carlisle, PA: 
Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War College Press, 2015), p. 3.

7. Ibid.
8. Andy Greenberg, ‘How an Entire Nation Became Russia’s Test Lab for Cyberwar’, Wired, 20 June 

2017.
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The third chapter explores the conditions for policy for improved security against antagonistic 
non-military energy-related threats, as well as market conditions limiting the possibilities for 
the implementation of countermeasures and policy. Moreover, the notion of resilience and 
how it can contribute to deterring antagonistic behaviour and raise the threshold for attacks is 
elaborated on, as well as the central role played by private energy sector actors when it comes 
to security work in general and detecting threats in particular.

The conclusion offers a number of policy recommendations, focusing on generating favourable 
conditions and incentives for energy sector actors to participate in, and contribute to, the 
development of strategies on how to encounter antagonistic non-military energy-related threats.

Research Methodology
The paper is based on a review of existing literature, interviews and consultative workshops 
with representatives from Swedish energy companies and governmental agencies.9 For 
confidentiality reasons, the discussion in Chapter II is inspired by – rather than a complete 
report on – empirical findings, which is a limitation of this research.

Raising the threat awareness of industry actors and policymakers is a prerequisite for being able 
to proceed with the establishment of protective measures, such as an improved ability to detect 
specific cyber threats. This requires a certain degree of openness. At the same time, an open 
identification of various threats can lead to potential antagonists improving their methods or 
choosing other targets for attack. Being transparent might, however, also be beneficial, as this 
demonstrates awareness of one’s own vulnerabilities and that one is actively working towards 
counteracting them. This might raise the threshold for antagonistic attacks.

For this research, an approach that respects confidentiality and promotes knowledge 
dissemination was developed. The original material collected from interviews and workshops 
was categorised into:

• Indicated past events. The actor notes that something has happened but has no clear 
overall picture regarding, for example, whether it was a conscious act, what the purpose 
was or who is responsible.

• Verified observations. The actor has a clear picture of what has happened – or is 
happening – and who the antagonist is likely to be.

• Potential threats based on existing and future vulnerabilities.
• Potential threats based on transferable experience from other comparable systems, 

sectors or countries.

9. Daniel K Jonsson, Gråzonsproblematik och hybridkrigföring – påverkan på energiförsörjning 
[Greyzone Problems and Hybrid Warfare – Impact on Energy Supply] (Stockholm: Swedish Defence 
Research Agency, 2018).
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Neither concrete examples nor detailed discussions related to a certain category can be 
presented in this paper due to confidentiality reasons. Given the sensitive nature of the topic, 
no individual piece of confidential information is provided in this paper. This has been ensured 
by generalising certain reasoning so that information cannot be linked to specific verified 
observations, indicated events, conditions, actors or systems.10

10. The level of confidentiality of the text has been assessed prior to publication.





I. Defining the Overall Threat 
Spectrum

WHEN IT COMES to risk and crisis research focusing on the security of energy supplies, 
there are many studies on non-antagonistic threats,11 particularly on electricity 
supply.12 Studies on antagonistic threats are more sporadic, and existing literature 

tends to focus on blackouts or supply disruptions as a result of sabotage, other criminal actions, 
terrorism or acts of war.13

In the literature on antagonistic state-initiated non-military threats that relate to the energy 
sector, it is often emphasised that energy can be both a target and a means,14 which has been 
demonstrated in the Ukraine conflict.15 For example, energy as a target could be a matter 
of sabotaging the electricity supply, while energy may be weaponised as a form of political 
blackmail by threatening to interrupt natural gas supplies.

11. See overviews in, for example, Bengt Johansson, ‘A Broadened Typology on Energy and Security’, 
Energy (Vol. 53, May 2013), pp. 199–205; Larry Hughes and Ashish Ranjan, ‘Event-Related Stresses 
in Energy Systems and Their Effects on Energy Security’, Energy (Vol. 59, 2013), pp. 413–21.

12. See, for example, Michiel de Nooij, Carl Koopmans and Carlijn Bijvoet, ‘The Value of Supply Security: 
The Costs of Power Interruptions: Economic Input for Damage Reduction and Investment in Networks’, 
Energy Economics (Vol. 29, No. 2, 2007), pp. 277–95; Michiel de Nooij, Rogier Lieshout and Carl 
Koopmans, ‘Optimal Blackouts: Empirical Results on Reducing the Social Cost of Electricity Outages 
Through Efficient Regional Rationing’, Energy Economics (Vol. 31, No. 3, 2009), pp. 342–47; Olga P 
Veloza and Francisco Santamaria, ‘Analysis of Major Blackouts from 2003 to 2015: Classification of 
Incidents and Review of Main Causes’, Electricity (Vol. 29, No. 7, 2016), pp. 42–49.

13. See, for example, Åke J Holmgren, Erik Jenelius and Jonas Westin, ‘Evaluating Strategies for Defending 
Electric Power Networks Against Antagonistic Attacks’, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems (Vol. 
22, No. 1, 2007), pp. 76–84; Armina Pilav, ‘Before the War, War, After the War: Urban Imageries for 
Urban Resilience’, International Journal of Disaster Risk Science (Vol. 3, No. 1, 2012), pp. 23–37; Maria 
Andersson and Lars Westerdahl, ‘The Swedish Electricity Supply System: How to Deal with Increasing 
Vulnerability’, in Cecilia Hull Wiklund et al. (eds), Strategic Outlook 7: Perspectives on National Security 
in a New Security Environment (Stockholm: Swedish Defence Research Agency, 2017), pp. 65–70.

14. Mazarr classifies the use of various means of power in the greyzone as ranging ‘from cyberattacks 
to information campaigns to energy diplomacy’. See Mazarr, Mastering the Gray Zone, p. 2.

15. See, for example, Heidi Reisinger and Aleksandr Golts, ‘Russia’s Hybrid Warfare: Waging War 
Below the Radar of Traditional Collective Defence’, NATO Defense College, Research Paper (No. 
105, November 2014); Bettina Renz and Hanna Smith, ‘Russia and Hybrid Warfare – Going Beyond 
the Label’, University of Helsinki, Aleksanteri Papers (No. 1/2016), 2016.
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However, the division between energy as a target and energy as an offensive tool cannot always 
be achieved in a strict manner. For example, sabotage to a certain part of the energy supply, 
which thus becomes a visible target, can aim to spread anxiety and fear and weaken the country. 
In-depth analyses of specific activities against/via energy are generally scant, but there are 
nonetheless a number of studies from recent years, with some bias to analyses of presumed 
Russian actions.16

In the Russian context, the various methods that some analysts in the West associate with 
hybrid warfare – including threats, propaganda, deception, sabotage, economic warfare and 
military power demonstrations – are available means of influencing an opponent. Identified 
vulnerabilities of the opponent, and the goals one wishes to achieve, determine which means 
to use. In Russian military doctrine, the use of combined non-military means (possibly in 
conjunction with military means) is referred to as ‘non-linear’ or ‘asymmetric’ warfare.17

In a somewhat simplified Western view, Russia’s leadership is perceived to access these methods 
more readily, given their perception of international politics as a continuous state of warlike 
situations.18 Furthermore, the use of military resources as a component of international influence 
is considered to be closer at hand in Russian strategy than in Western democracies.19 Military 
efforts, or more or less pronounced threats of them, are more obviously seen as available policy 
instruments vis-à-vis neighbouring countries, and that strategy may be considered successful as 
long as the attacked party fails to respond vigorously.

Cyber Threats
The fact that cyber warfare is an activity that is not only legitimate in an armed conflict situation 
but can also be used to create better conditions for a possible future conflict is an approach that 

16. See, for example, Andy Greenberg, ‘Hackers Gain Direct Access to US Power Grid Controls’, Wired, 
6 September 2017; Lilly Pijnenburg Muller, Lars Gjesvik and Karsten Friis, Cyber-Weapons in 
International Politics: Possible Sabotage Against the Norwegian Petroleum Sector, NUPI Reports 
3/2018 (Oslo: Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, 2018); Greenberg, ‘How an Entire 
Nation Became Russia’s Test Lab for Cyberwar’; Vaclav Bartuska, ‘The Energy Weapon That Could 
Not: Assessing European Energy Security in the Stand-Off With Russia, 2014–2015’, in Jaroslav 
Hajek (ed.), ‘Hybrid Threats: Overcoming Ambiguity, Building Resilience’, NATO Energy Security 
Centre of Excellence, 2017, pp. 25–32; Mykhailo Gonchar and Andrii Chubyk, ‘Energy in New 
Generation Warfare: Learned Lessons from Russia’s Hybrid War Against Ukraine’, in Hajek (ed.), 
‘Hybrid Threats’, pp. 33–39.

17. Gudrun Persson (ed.), Russian Military Capability in a Ten-Year Perspective (Stockholm: Swedish 
Defence Research Agency, 2016).

18. See, for example, Tormod Heier, ‘The Logic of Asymmetry: Russia’s Approach Towards NATO’, in 
Janne Haaland Matláry and Tormod Heier (eds.), Ukraine and Beyond: Russia’s Strategic Security 
Challenge to Europe (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), pp. 265–87.

19. See, for example, Banasik, ‘Unconventional War and Warfare in the Gray Zone’.
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is usually attributed to most major powers, not least Russia.20 In addition, it is estimated that 
the importance of visibly independent, but government-funded, hacker groups is increasing.21 
These agents for other states are numerous and change forms as well as methods. These include, 
for example: data thefts; destruction of data; introduction of malicious software; scanning 
of SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) systems, namely industrial information 
and control systems; takeover of systems and ‘spear-phishing’; ransomware; zero-day attacks 
(exploiting vulnerabilities in a specific software by way of hacking developers’ systems before 
software release) and watering hole attacks (placing malware on websites frequently visited 
by the targeted organisation). A number of hacker groups are believed to be connected to the 
Russian government and are presumed to have attacked various energy systems in Ukraine.22

Digital threats to energy supplies can be grouped at three different levels:

• High level: Cyber warfare through large, rare and potentially very harmful cyber attacks 
that cause physical destruction with the possibility of injuring and/or killing people.

• Intermediate level: Cyber espionage/cyber attacks that steal information, create system 
disruptions or prepare for a higher level of sabotage.

• Low level: The everyday noise that most actors are routinely exposed to in the shape of 
less ambitious scanning and intrusion attempts via unprotected inputs into systems and 
criminal activities with financial purposes, such as attempted fraud by email or viruses.23

Examples of high-level attacks include the digital sabotage that hit Ukraine’s electricity sector in 
2015 and 2016 (which Russia is believed to have staged).24 The attacker accessed the systems in 
2015 via a ‘Trojan horse’ that was activated when a fake email attachment was opened, allowing 
it to infiltrate the networks that connected the office systems with the digital control systems 
of power plants.25 In 2016, when the security of the individual companies had improved, 
partly as a response to previous attacks, the electricity grid itself was instead attacked via an 
intrusion into a power station node located in the system. Harmful modular software with the 
capacity for great physical destruction, as well as with the possibility of further future use, 
was introduced into the power transmission system.26 Security researchers believe that both 
incidents – in particular the latter – had the potential to create significantly greater damage 

20. See, for example, Pavel Antonovich, ‘Cyberwarfare: Nature and Content’, Military Thought (Vol. 
20, No. 3, 2011), pp. 35–43; Keir Giles, Handbook of Russian Information Warfare (Rome: NATO 
Defense College, 2016).

21. Michael Connell and Sarah Vogler, ‘Russia’s Approach to Cyber Warfare’, CNA Analysis & Solutions, 
March 2017.

22. See, for example, Estonian Foreign Intelligence Service, ‘International Security and Estonia’, 2018; 
Greenberg, ‘Hackers Gain Direct Access to US Power Grid Controls’; Greenberg, ‘How an Entire 
Nation Became Russia’s Test Lab for Cyberwar’.

23. For more information, see Pijnenburg Muller, Gjesvik and Friis, Cyber-Weapons in International Politics.
24. Greenberg, ‘How an Entire Nation Became Russia’s Test Lab for Cyberwar’.
25. Ibid.
26. Ibid.
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and power outages than occurred, and that the primary purpose was thus to demonstrate the 
attacker’s own ability.27

One example of an intermediate-level attack (which Russia’s military intelligence is believed to 
have initiated28) is the ransomware known as Petya/Goldeneye/NotPetya which in 2017 was 
spread among mainly Ukrainian companies, including those in the energy sector.29 It turned out 
that the harmful software was not really ransomware but a data worm that erased data from 
the hard drives of the infected computers.30 The attackers had managed to spread the harmful 
software by infiltrating a certain accounting system and associated software, which according to 
Ukrainian law is one of two alternatives that must be used by all the country’s business actors.31

The digital attacks on energy supplies have contributed to an increased focus on both 
understanding threats and mapping vulnerabilities.32 But the threats to energy supply affect 
more than just cyber matters. Energy can be used to achieve political goals and, conversely, 
political action can have the purpose of financially benefiting the domestic energy industry. 
The ability to use these powers varies between countries. In Saudi Arabia and Russia, for 
example, the opportunities are relatively large because the petroleum industry and the state 
are closely intertwined.

The Energy Weapon
Much has been written about the so-called Russian ‘energy weapon’, namely the threat of 
interrupting or limiting energy supplies.33 The notion of Russian energy exports as a potential 
threat is primarily based on interpretations of Russian policy, rather than on empirical 
observations. Already in 2003, Russia’s energy strategy stated that energy should be used as a 
tool of domestic and foreign policy.34 The 2009 document emphasises the efficient use of energy 

27. Pijnenburg Muller, Gjesvik and Friis, Cyber-Weapons in International Politics.
28. Ellen Nakashima, ‘Russian Military was Behind “NotPetya” Cyberattack in Ukraine, CIA Concludes’, 

Washington Post, 12 January 2018; Carolina Vendil Pallin, ‘Russian “Cyber Troops” and Information 
Warfare’, paper presented at BASEES (British Association for Slavonic and East European Studies) 
2018 Annual Conference, 13–15 April 2018.

29. Andrew Griffin, ‘“Petya” Cyber Attack: Chernobyl’s Radiation Monitoring System Hit by Worldwide 
Hack’, The Independent, 27 June 2017; Lizzie Dearden, ‘Ukraine Cyber Attack: Chaos as National 
Bank, State Power Provider and Airport Hit by Hackers’, The Independent, 27 June 2017; Vendil 
Pallin, ‘Russian “Cyber Troops” and Information Warfare’.

30. Andrew E Kramer, ‘Ukraine Cyberattack Was Meant to Paralyze, Not Profit, Evidence Shows’, New 
York Times, 28 June 2017.

31. Ibid.; Anton Cherepanov, ‘TeleBots Are Back: Supply-Chain Attacks Against Ukraine’, welivesecurity, 
30 June 2017, <https://www.welivesecurity.com/2017/06/30/telebots-back-supply-chain-attacks-
against-ukraine/>, accessed 20 October 2020.

32. Pijnenburg Muller, Gjesvik and Friis, Cyber-Weapons in International Politics.
33. See, for example, Karen Smith Stegen, ‘Deconstructing the “Energy Weapon”: Russia’s Threat to 

Europe as a Case Study’, Energy Policy (Vol. 39, No. 10, 2011), pp. 6505–13.
34. Russian Federation, Energy Strategy of the Russian Federation (Moscow: Russian Federation, 2003).

https://www.welivesecurity.com/2017/06/30/telebots-back-supply-chain-attacks-against-ukraine/
https://www.welivesecurity.com/2017/06/30/telebots-back-supply-chain-attacks-against-ukraine/
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resources to strengthen Russia’s foreign policy position.35 This view has been confirmed through 
various statements that oil and gas policy should form a significant part of Russian foreign policy.36 
Furthermore, it has been stated that the main priority of energy policy is to use Russia’s energy 
potential to promote international economic and political relations with the aim of securing 
Russian geopolitical and geo-economic interests in Europe and neighbouring countries.37

There is still disagreement among analysts about the effectiveness of the energy weapon. Some 
argue that as long as the target is a well-functioning and economically developed state, the 
energy weapon can never have a particularly large effect.38 Others believe that the energy 
weapon has both great potential and has been extensively and successfully used against Ukraine, 
but also indirectly towards the West, since 2014.39

Energy as a Means and Physical Target in Ukraine
In the Ukraine conflict, energy has served as both a target and a means. In 2014, at the beginning 
of the conflict, the Russian gas supply to Ukraine was shut down for 180 days at the same 
time as coal mines, transport routes and power plants near the battle zone were shut down, 
attacked or destroyed. Ukraine responded by shutting off electricity to Crimea, which had been 
annexed by Russia.40 The annexation of Crimea itself is related to energy politics. The Ukrainian 
energy company operating there, Chornomornaftogaz, has been nationalised by the Russian 
state, including its onshore and offshore energy resources. These resources, which primarily 
comprise gas assets, are of relatively little significance from a Russian perspective, but are of 
great importance to Ukraine’s domestic energy supply. Furthermore, the gas fields extend from 
the Crimean peninsula and then west along the Ukrainian coast. The extraction platforms in the 
gas fields could be used by military forces in the event of an extended conflict.41

It can be argued that energy has, in various ways, been included in the entire scale of  
non-military means of power that Russia has used against Ukraine in the ongoing conflict. Russia 

35. Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation, Energy Strategy of Russia for the Period up to 2030 
(Moscow: Institute of Energy Strategy, 2010).

36. See, for example, Carolina Vendil Pallin (ed.), Russian Military Capability in a Ten-Year Perspective 
– 2011 (Stockholm: Swedish Defence Research Agency, 2012); Jakob Hedenskog and Carolina 
Vendil Pallin (eds.), Russian Military Capability in a Ten-Year Perspective – 2013 (Stockholm: 
Swedish Defence Research Agency, 2013).

37. Gonchar and Chubyk, ‘Energy in New Generation Warfare: Learned Lessons from Russia’s Hybrid 
War Against Ukraine’.

38. See, for example, Bartuska, ‘The Energy Weapon That Could Not’.
39. See, for example, Gonchar and Chubyk, ‘Energy in New Generation Warfare’; Adam N Stulberg, 

‘Natural Gas and the Russia–Ukraine Crisis: Strategic Restraint and the Emerging Europe–Eurasia 
Gas Network’, Energy Research & Social Science (Vol. 24, February 2017), pp. 71–85.

40. Gonchar and Chubyk, ‘Energy in New Generation Warfare’.
41. Michael Rühle and Julijus Grubliauskas, ‘Energy as a Tool of Hybrid Warfare’, NATO Defense 

College, Research Paper (No. 113, April 2015).
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has strived to reduce Ukraine’s credibility as a reliable transit country, including in diplomatic 
contexts. This has partly also been achieved through information dissemination claiming that 
Ukraine illegally acquired large volumes of gas intended for European consumers.42 Ukrainian 
attempts to increase their self-sufficiency have also been counteracted by Russian propaganda.43 
Furthermore, in Ukraine, energy-related economic costs have sometimes been high due to 
unilaterally set gas prices at a significantly higher level than that of the rest of Europe.44 The loss 
of capital and energy assets has been noticeable. Moreover, cyber attacks and physical sabotage 
against the electricity supply have created financial stress and negative psychological effects. 
Finally, armed elements in hybrid warfare, for example, through proxies, have been used to 
destroy power plants and energy resources.

The Energy-Related Threat Spectrum
Lessons learned from the Ukraine conflict can be viewed from slightly different perspectives. 
On the one hand, one can argue that what has happened in Ukraine is not transferable to 
the context of Western European energy supplies, given that an armed conflict is still ongoing 
in Ukraine. But on the other hand, there are analysts who believe that the Russian activities 
vis-à-vis Ukraine were preparation for the conduct of operations against Western countries.45 
According to this view, Ukraine has served as a testing laboratory for future cyber attacks 
directed against the West and/or as a way to demonstrate capabilities. If one’s aim is to test 
non-military warfare while avoiding escalation, it would be appropriate to do so against a party 
with whom one is already engaged in an escalated conflict, as this escalation will then have no 
real consequences.

In sum, the overall energy-related threat spectrum involves energy as both a means and a target 
of attack. When targeting energy supplies, non-military means of power can be diplomatic, 
political, economic, psychological and informational, and can include subversive methods, 
cyber warfare and/or physical sabotage. It is, however, important to note that while a certain 
means (such as cyber methods) may only hit some system functionality and have a minor effect 
on supply security, the purpose might be to create and exploit secondary effects (such as those 
of an economical and psychological nature). A potential aggressor might want to optimise the 
prospects of successfully using these means of power, which can involve mapping and creating 
vulnerabilities as well as capitalising on market conditions that facilitate antagonistic activities, 
which will be the theme of the following chapter.

42. Nataliia Slobodian, ‘Energy Instruments of “Hybrid Warfare”’, Stratfor, 7 March 2016,  
<https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/energy-instruments-hybrid-warfare>, accessed 20 October 2020.

43. Ibid.
44. Gabriel Collins, ‘Russia’s Use of the “Energy Weapon” in Europe’, Rice University’s Baker Institute 

for Public Policy, Issue Brief, 18 July 2017.
45. For example, the previously described cyber attacks in 2015–17. See Greenberg, ‘How an Entire 

Nation Became Russia’s Test Lab for Cyberwar’.
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II. Indirect Threats and 
Potential Vulnerabilities

IN THIS CHAPTER, the overall non-military energy-related threat spectrum is supplemented 
by delving deeper into the prerequisites of actually posing a threat or carrying out an 
attack. Indirect threats – such as insiders and infiltrators, potential vulnerabilities (including 

unhealthy subcontractor dependencies and unsecure support systems) and unsound ownership 
relations and market conditions attracting antagonistic influence – will be discussed. Although 
the discussion is inspired by lessons learned from Swedish experiences, it is internationally valid, 
at least when it comes to market conditions generally associated with Western democracies.

Here, information originates from interviews and consultative workshops with Swedish 
governmental agencies and actors in the Swedish energy industry. The exact sources cannot 
be disclosed, as some information could potentially be linked to actor-specific events, provide 
an indication of which staged threats or capability tests have not been discovered, or delineate 
specific existing vulnerabilities.

There are different ways of characterising and categorising preparatory antagonistic activities. 
When studying an individual sector, it is obvious that the potential risks, indirect threats 
and their effects (when realised) are linked. For example, intelligence gathering can be a 
preparation for a physical infringement where certain equipment is connected to facilitate a 
future cyber attack, which in turn might lead to physical sabotage of a facility. This sabotage 
may cause psychological effects on the population, while also serving as an indirect threat, 
a power demonstration, to the affected country. This could ultimately influence political  
decision-making. This speculative chain example also demonstrates that technical security 
concerns much more than just technology.

As this chapter is largely inspired by the experiences of actors in the energy sector, the focus 
is naturally on threats to their operations, rather than on accumulated threats to national 
security. This limitation in the data collection results in a somewhat narrow overview of the  
energy-related threat spectrum, resulting in more of a focus on ‘energy as a target’ rather 
than ‘energy as a means’. The chain example above, however, shows that the two could be 
closely associated.

Ownership Conditions
A functioning market requires competition to be effective. Thus, the market should be open to 
all relevant actors. This entails that market freedom also applies to freedom regarding ownership 
and ownership conditions.
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Since the 1990s, ownership of critical infrastructure in many Western countries has increasingly 
been transferred to private actors. This has been seen as a natural part of re-regulating national 
markets to adapt to the standards of the international energy market. More recently, control of 
critical infrastructure has increasingly been identified as a potential risk factor that can be used 
to influence other countries, both in war and in non-military conflict situations. Antagonistic 
influence through proxy ownership could mean that entirely legitimate decisions are made on 
an economic basis that can reduce national resilience when it comes to systems and grids. 
Similarly, such ownership can also serve as a potential means of political influence.46

New ownership conditions need not be a problem but can create difficulties with, for example, 
governmental supervision.47 The trend of cutting up physical assets into a large number of 
financial assets may make it difficult for responsible authorities to meet and identify relevant 
counterparties.48 For example, these may be foreign pension or investment funds or venture 
capital companies that may invest in a smaller proportion of a national electricity grid.49 Another 
problem is that ownership can be anonymised through company constructs that are linked 
to each other. It is mainly in this scenario that one might suspect the presence of potential 
antagonists wishing to create favourable circumstances in the event of a conflict situation. 
This could, for example, apply to companies with an obligation to stockpile a certain amount 
of oil products.

New ownership conditions regarding infrastructure constitute normal changes in the energy 
sector. The business logic often involves inviting more parties to an acquisition, such as venture 
capitalists, with the dual aim of sharing risks and obtaining possible future partners. This serves 
to create strategic alliances, which can be manifested in, for example, part ownership in power 
plants. Joint ventures promote network building and create both trust-based and financially 
motivated dependencies in terms of risk sharing and the assurance of future support.50 
This, in turn, favours supply security but also entails certain risks. In the long term, a purely  
business-related cooperation with a certain foreign actor could develop into something else.

Subcontractor Dependency
In the context of national risk analyses, the largest risks are usually associated with critical 
infrastructure in terms of larger facilities and national (or international) infrastructure systems. 
These systems are based on components, capabilities and competencies that individual energy 
companies do not themselves manufacture or possess. Thus, the potential problems with 
antagonistic foreign influence are not only about ownership but also about subcontractors of 

46. Author conducted consultative workshop with Swedish governmental agency officials, Stockholm, 
30 November 2017.

47. Author interview with Swedish governmental agency official, Stockholm, 13 October 2017.
48. Author conducted consultative workshop with Swedish governmental agency officials, Stockholm, 

30 November 2017.
49. Author conducted consultative workshop with energy industry actors, Stockholm, 6 December 2017.
50. Ibid.
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hardware and technology support. Today, there is a globalised component and subcontractor 
market, and critical infrastructure operators need to have legal and organisational resources 
to manage this.51

Say, for example, that a domestic electricity company buys a module from a large and  
well-established foreign company, which consists of components manufactured in a factory in 
a third country. This contains integrated computer code from a software provider in a fourth 
country, which in turn was written by programmer consultants in a fifth country. The chain 
reactions resulting from the electricity company’s purchase of equipment, and their potential 
security risks, are difficult to overlook.

There are obvious conflicting goals between subcontractor dependency and security 
protection. Among other things, companies that submit tenders may conceivably do so solely 
to obtain information based on the procurement documentation, which, for example, contains 
requirements that may affect the level of security protection or critical system functions.52 
However, this type of action does not need to have an underlying antagonistic motive but may 
instead concern the surveillance of commercial actors. The aim is to obtain what meets one’s 
requirements for as low a price as possible. In this situation, it is very difficult to determine 
whether the actor submitting a tender is purely motivated by business interests or if there could 
be other underlying state-initiated antagonistic goals.53

Companies who support national critical infrastructure operators often come from other 
countries. This especially applies to the technical personnel needed for the restoration of 
demolished network infrastructures.54 In an escalated situation, it is reasonable to assume that 
there will be competition for these resources. The companies may even decide that staff should 
return to their home countries if threatening circumstances prevail. But the companies could 
also be ordered to return home, either by the company’s home country authorities or by the 
company’s owner (with possible links to the antagonist).55

Market Competition or Antagonistic Actions?
What complicates the understanding of whether a particular behaviour should be seen as market 
competition or antagonistic behaviour is that there actually are no true ‘opponents’ in the 
market, but all are market participants (namely competitors and partners). What complicates 
this understanding further is that a certain behaviour need not be immediately seen as a threat 
at all, but that it may create the conditions for the staging of threats in the future.56 This means 

51. Ibid.
52. Author interview with Swedish governmental agency official, Stockholm, 29 January 2018.
53. Author conducted consultative workshop with energy industry actors, Stockholm, 6 December 2017.
54. Ibid.
55. Author interview with Swedish governmental agency official, Stockholm, 13 October 2017.
56. Author conducted consultative workshop with Swedish governmental agency officials, Stockholm, 

30 November 2017.
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that potential agents for future antagonistic state-initiated activities may not be aware that they 
are intended agents. This may include, for example, new ownership conditions, the purchase 
of infrastructure or the establishment of supplier dependencies.57 These can be seen as fully 
reasonable actions on the market done for profit, but also as actions aimed at supporting future 
non-military warfare where a partner can be pressured to act as an antagonistic agent.

An increase in potentially antagonistic influence over strategic infrastructure through direct or 
indirect ownership of production, distribution or operational resources that results in a strong 
dependence can be seen as preparation for an escalated conflict situation. This may also include 
influence over infrastructure in transit countries.

There is, of course, a risk of excessive alarmism; one might become unnecessarily suspicious 
of market participants with links to certain states. This concern may perhaps be more justified 
if a specific market behaviour seems obviously strange on commercial grounds. For example, 
commercial players incurring great losses through owning and operating infrastructure with poor 
business conditions could have an underlying agenda that motivates such illogical behaviour.58

In addition, there are obvious differences between the market conditions of different 
countries, the influence of politics on business, and national interests. In a more escalated 
conflict situation, it is not unreasonable to assume that demands can be placed on certain 
fully functioning and profitable market actors, with links to the hostile state, to be agents of 
influence or proxies of warfare.

Technical and Physical Threats
Technical threats are sometimes distinguished from physical sabotage. But digital means can 
also be used to achieve the latter, for example by taking control of system components and 
overloading them. The threats are interconnected, especially because threatening sabotage or 
cyber attacks can be a means of economic or political blackmail.

In order to carry out physical sabotage, intelligence gathering may be required in advance. Such 
a retrieval operation can also be combined with tests of the exposed operator’s preparedness, 
for example, by concealing such retrieval as burglary or theft. The threats are also connected 
by the fact that a physical intrusion can be made with the underlying purpose of gaining access 
to information systems or creating future conditions for this. Burglary where nothing has been 
stolen or theft of equipment or material (such as copper cables) which is then dumped could 
indicate an underlying antagonistic purpose. Even what may at first look like simple damage 
but which, upon closer examination, appears to have been done with a level of precision that 

57. Author conducted consultative workshop with energy industry actors, Stockholm, 6 December 2017.
58. Author conducted consultative workshop with Swedish governmental agency officials, Stockholm, 
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requires technical knowledge can indicate the presence of an antagonistic purpose, which is 
then tantamount to targeted sabotage.59

At the same time, there are significant differences between digital and physical antagonism. 
There is reason to believe that many states have lowered the bar for when the implementation 
of digital attacks can be justified, while still avoiding physical attacks, especially because of the 
risk of being caught and identified.60 Opportunities to use proxies such as hacker groups can be 
greater in digital attacks than in physical ones. This would, in turn, enable a hostile state to deny 
their involvement in the attack.

Furthermore, a digital attack can be initiated via an intrusion into a small facility before being 
scaled up to larger facilities once the antagonist has gained access to the system.61 In addition, 
the attack can originate practically anywhere on the planet. To achieve the same effect with a 
physical attack, the antagonist must not only be in the right place (or use kinetic long-distance 
remote weapons) but must also target the large facilities directly, where the level of protection 
is usually higher.

This is linked to what should be regarded as ‘worthy of protection’. In this consideration, it 
is important not to focus solely on protecting individual objects, but rather on the sum of 
functionality these objects contribute to.62 An individual minor subcomponent may not be 
considered to be an object especially worthy of protection. A larger power plant, on the other 
hand, obviously would be. However, if a large number of these smaller subcomponents in a 
distributed system – from the same manufacturer with the same built-in vulnerabilities and 
remote-control possibilities – are hacked at the same time, this can be equivalent to sabotaging 
a large power plant.63

Methods for Intrusions
Cyber and other IT-related threats can have various interconnected purposes, including to: 
destroy components; gain access to control systems; cause interruptions; obtain information; or 
plant damaging software, such as malware or ransomware. Examples of means for this include:

• Hacking into systems remotely.
• Connecting to equipment and hacking it after physical intrusion.
• Using hacked equipment that the company has bought and installed.
• Infiltrating the company’s organisation with people who gain access to the systems.

59. Author conducted consultative workshop with energy industry actors, Stockholm, 6 December 2017.
60. Author conducted consultative workshop with Swedish governmental agency officials, Stockholm, 
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• Using people who already have access to the systems.64

The last two points, which highlight the role of the individual, are discussed in more detail 
at the end of this chapter. The use of already hacked equipment, namely corrupt hardware, 
was discussed above in connection with dependence on subcontractors. Whatever method of 
intrusion is employed and whatever its purpose is, there are a number of general vulnerabilities 
to exploit. These are discussed below.

Potential Risks of Standardisation
The standardisation trend concerns everything from physical components to operating systems 
and specific programme modules. In the early days of digitalisation, companies often developed 
their own individual systems and computer code (with or without the help of consultants) for 
things such as grid management. It is seldom economically rational to work this way today due 
to increased development costs. This means that many actors now buy and use the same type 
of system solutions that, on the one hand, bring collective security benefits when the systems 
are continuously improved but which, on the other hand, enable the possible exploitation of 
unidentified vulnerabilities.65

The standardisation of IT security architecture is a positive development that is often carried 
out as part of quality work aimed at creating more homogeneous and reliable system solutions. 
Increased reliability and widespread use of validated security solutions are rational. The 
potential vulnerability that the standardisation nevertheless poses is more at the societal level, 
due to potential cumulative effects among many companies, industrial sectors or governmental 
agencies, as there are potential security gaps among many actors. A single interference 
or interruption might not be a problem until it adds up, leading to breakdowns of societal 
functions. Damaging software that is widely distributed can thus result in major societal harm 
when activated in different systems by different actors using the same IT security standard or 
the same type of administrative support system (as in Ukraine in 2017, where a damaging worm 
was spread through a widely used accounting system).66

Potential Risks of Outsourcing and Application Implementation
From a technical perspective, increased digitalisation requires specialist competence that 
energy companies do not always have the opportunity to integrate into their own operations. In 
line with efforts to increase efficiency through specialisation – in the energy sector as in most 
other industries – consultants and subcontractors are hired. These not only solve well-defined 
technical problems according to detailed requests, but to varying degrees take responsibility 

64. Author conducted consultative workshop with Swedish governmental agency officials, Stockholm, 
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65. Author conducted consultative workshop with energy industry actors, Stockholm, 6 December 2017.
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for certain functionalities over time. Parts of core operations are, therefore, outsourced.67 This 
risks reducing energy suppliers’ transparency and competence regarding security issues and 
may make it challenging for the responsible authorities to monitor and supervise their activities 
– especially if foreign subcontractors are employed.68

The control and operating systems are usually considered to be the most ‘worthy of protection’ 
and therefore important to safeguard in order to maintain secure deliveries. Interconnecting 
different computer systems thus poses a potential security risk. When office systems, with 
their lower level of protection and security requirements, are directly or indirectly linked to 
control and operating systems, it can serve as an entrance through which the supply systems 
may be affected.69

In this context, the risk of intrusion via new applications is also relevant. This applies, for 
example, to the new smart electricity meters, which could be potential entry points to further 
attacks on the entire network.70 This is not just a technical issue. Although the suppliers of 
electricity meters should manage to establish a satisfactory level of security with regards to, for 
example, encryption, security will depend on how these will be used. Future possibilities for 
remote control and information gathering can create new security risks. Furthermore, there is 
a risk in the actual installation of the electricity meters made by subcontractors, as they must 
have access to the cryptographic keys. As more and more electricity meters are installed, it has 
been difficult for subcontractors to cover the need for installation personnel, which means that 
they swiftly recruit staff or employ foreign staffing agencies.71

Outsourcing is not a problem in itself. However, if outsourcing causes energy suppliers to lose 
sight of their own systems’ security arrangements, for which they are ultimately responsible, 
then this is problematic. Likewise, new applications are not a problem in themselves either. The 
problem is whether new and immature technology is implemented too quickly without having 
been subjected to adequate risk analysis and testing.72

The threats posed by technological development are, to a large extent, far beyond the control 
and competence of actors in the energy industry. While they primarily apply the technology, 
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many threats originate from external technological developments. The threats in the application 
chain are, however, mainly associated with conscious or unconscious human actions.73

Infiltration, Insiders and Intelligence Gathering
People on the inside of a business acting on another’s behalf – so-called ‘insiders’ – can pose 
a threat to the activities of an energy supply operator in various ways, such as by gathering 
information relating to system functionality and vulnerabilities, preparing physical sabotage or 
cyber attacks, and mapping key personnel.

These insiders range from permanent employees to interns and temporary summer employees, 
such as exchange students from other countries. This also applies to subcontractors, equipment 
suppliers and other commercial partners to the primary actor concerned.74

It has previously been suggested that some legitimate companies with links to or domiciled 
in antagonistic states could, theoretically, be subjected to pressure by the authorities of their 
home countries in order to provide a certain business partnership; one with a hidden political 
agenda, despite initially being based on purely commercial interests. Similarly, individuals 
originally domiciled in antagonistic states may also be subjected to pressure, such as threats 
against family members, and thus become insiders even if that was not the initial purpose. 
Avoiding these types of threats through, for example, security and background checks is not an 
easy task for any company, as these can quickly lead to accusations of discrimination.75 And, of 
course, an insider could also be of domestic origin.

Insiders can create opportunities for intelligence gathering that may not otherwise be possible, 
but collection can also be achieved through legitimate approaches, such as booked study visits 
to facilities or unannounced visits of those with a ‘general interest’.76 Another method is to 
arrange business meetings where the visitor seems to be interested in future collaborations 
while actually intending to obtain information about, for example, the company’s systems, 
technology, security levels, work routines and key competencies.77

It is difficult to protect oneself against antagonistic mapping of key personnel in today’s 
society, given all the personal and professional information available through open sources. In 
addition, deficiencies in security awareness within the organisations may result in visibly trivial 
information about employees being disclosed or made available on websites. Furthermore, 
personal mapping of web services, such as Facebook and LinkedIn, can be used to make 
contact. Attempts at contacting personnel can also be made through direct invitations to – or 
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by participation in – conferences, courses, training and other professional forums. One can only 
speculate about the specific aims of mapping personnel, but one goal could be to prepare for 
targeted influence, planning or staging of some other kind of threat.

The energy sector is knowledge intensive. Industry actors need a number of specific skills and 
abilities to reach a high level of functionality and rational development in a competitive market. 
Consequently, competent personnel (preferably with international experience), as well as  
cost-effective sub-suppliers and subcontractors, are necessary prerequisites for companies’ 
success. One problem is that it is often not possible to carry out complete security checks and 
registry checks on foreign nationals due to a number of reasons: they might not yet have a record 
(in the country in question); differences in countries’ integrity policies or other legal obstacles; 
no established bilateral or international agreements on sharing registered information on 
citizens; no established smooth technical solutions to distribute information; or unwillingness 
to share information due to unknown reasons.





III. Possibilities for Improved 
Security

THE OVERALL NON-MILITARY energy-related threat spectrum is broad and complex due 
to the various types of threats. Some obvious security measures, such as protecting 
information on control and operating systems and building wire fences around critical 

facilities, do not require further analysis. It is merely a question of willpower and funding. The 
development of long-term protection strategies and the organisation of continuous security 
management, however, require careful considerations on what is needed and why, as well as  
in-depth knowledge on the conditions for work of change and policy implementation. Moreover, 
in order to ensure that policies and countermeasures have their desired effect, there must 
be incentives for the indefatigable everyday attempts to improve systems’ robustness and 
resilience, regardless of the type of threat they face.

Robust supply systems contribute to societal resilience and might raise the threshold for 
aggression. Resilience is not only a question of redundant distribution networks and safeguarded 
power plants, but also of the ability to re-establish operations when something goes wrong. 
Resilience through robust supply systems, and thereby the ability to maintain the functionality 
of society, as a countermeasure against antagonism can be understood through three levels:

1. Resilience that raises the threshold for an attack to be initiated, and to render negative 
effects, also raises the stakes for the antagonist and may increase the risk of discovery. It 
thus becomes more expensive and perhaps not at all meaningful to attack, meaning that 
resilience prevents conflict and promotes peace. Although the attacker is primarily not 
interested in creating disruptions and interruptions in, for example, the supply systems, 
poor conditions can contribute to increased vulnerability to political blackmail. Such 
a perspective demonstrates that the first line of defence is the systems on which the 
functionality of society depends,78 which is one important component in the concept of 
modern deterrence.79

2. The critical societal functions and, in particular, resilient supply systems (such as for 
energy, transport, telecommunications, food and water) may play an important  
threshold-raising role in avoiding an armed conflict. If society’s support for the armed 

78. Wolf-Diether Roepke and Hasit Thankey, ‘Resilience: The First Line of Defence’, NATO Review,  
27 February 2019.

79. Elisabeth Braw, ‘Modern Deterrence: Preparing for the Age of Grey-Zone Warfare’, RUSI Newsbrief 
(Vol. 38, No. 10, 2018).
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forces, which enables military defence measures and armed warfare, cannot be 
diminished due to antagonistic activities, this can have a war-deterring effect on the 
opposing party.

3. In an escalated conflict situation, a NATO or EU member is unlikely to act alone due to 
declarations of solidarity and security partnerships. The functionality of society forms 
the basis for the armed forces’ opportunities to operate, but the dependence on this 
functionality applies even more to military associations with foreign partners who, not 
being in their home country, may not have access to their own basic supply infrastructure 
or permanent installations. This further emphasises the importance of society’s ability 
to deliver functionality through resilient supply systems, in order for the country in 
question to function as a host nation for partners’ military forces. This circumstance is 
also highlighted in the NATO Baseline Requirements, from its Civil Emergency Planning 
Committee,80 which also accentuates the international dimension of resilience. Due 
to growing interdependencies, resilience must be shared and projected forward to 
neighbouring countries.81

The reasoning above shows that it is not useful to strive for a sharp dividing line between 
military and non-military antagonism. One thing depends, or has an effect on, the other. Thus, 
a more resilient supply is needed to meet the whole, broad palette of threats – from (non-)
military antagonism to accidents and natural disasters. Although understanding the ‘greyzone’ 
as a state between peace and war is nonspecific and greatly simplified, it brings with it an 
important educational point. Namely, it is difficult to plan for functioning supply systems or 
other critical societal functions under disturbed conditions based on a single design threat. 
It is also not favourable to be forced to prioritise between competing threats. The range and 
diversity of the non-military threat spectrum, in the energy sector as well as in other areas, 
bridges the binary conditions of war and peace.

The pursuit of robustness and resilience that is valid in all circumstances is thus central. The 
Swedish Energy Agency expresses this in the following manner: ‘… the planning of civil defence 
entails planning for the whole scale of threat, where security, protection and capabilities must 
be built in an integrated way for both peace-time crises and war’.82

In order to increase the resilience of societal functions, a combined ability to prevent serious 
disruptions and withstand them if events nevertheless occur is required. It is also important 
to be able to deal with the effects of any disruptions, remedy the problems and/or restore the 
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systems. This applies to both energy supply and other important functions, and such actions 
can be referred to as ‘primary capabilities’. For this, so-called support capabilities in terms of 
anticipating threats, preparing for them, detecting events that may lead to serious disruptions 
and alerting stakeholders is required. To establish supportive capabilities, empirically based 
information, intelligence and foresight (for example, via scenario methods) are needed. One 
needs to ‘predict’ as well as identify threats to, and vulnerabilities of, energy systems and other 
critical elements of infrastructure. Another step is to find ways to increase the ability to handle 
these antagonistic events by, for example, developing well-balanced countermeasures against 
the antagonist and improving the ability to re-establish operations. This could be achieved 
through well-trained and competent repair personnel with permanent employments, rather 
than using contracted labour.

Much can be done to improve security but there are also limitations in the way Western 
democracies organise their societies. While the market principles create the wanted 
functionality, they also generate vulnerabilities. For instance, our open societal structures have 
built-in conditions that may favour certain threats. This includes the promotion of business 
freedom, freedom of ownership and other liberal conditions for business activities, which can 
be exploited for antagonistic reasons in terms of, for example, hostile influence and exposure to 
political blackmail, intelligence gathering and war preparations.

A market is always exposed to power play and reasons for trying to influence a market can vary. 
For instance, one might wish to raise the price of certain energy commodities in the short term 
in order to accumulate capital or create strategic benefits in the face of a strained international 
relations situation. Regardless of the nature of the influence being considered, energy markets 
are usually deemed ‘suitable’ targets to influence political decision-making because of their 
central role in modern society.

International market principles are, in some sense, superior to national legislation. Foreign 
influence over strategic infrastructure is inevitable today. From a national security perspective, 
however, a certain level of independence is desirable – at least to be able to maintain insight 
into operations and make governmental supervision possible.

The pursuit of national security cannot be driven by individual private energy market actors 
alone. The crux of the issue lies at a much higher level. Thus, although individual companies play 
an important role, national security responsibilities cannot fall entirely on them. The private 
energy actor’s ‘raison d’être’ is profitability. Maintaining continuous operations, with regards to 
economic efficiency, means continuous profits – regardless of the type of threat perceived. They 
thus prioritise preventing disruptions and swiftly recovering functions above thorough analyses 
of whether problems are the results of antagonistic activities (for example, if a cyber attack 
originates from a qualified state actor or an individual hacker).

This results in an analytical dilemma: incidents are a common occurrence, but past experience is 
not primarily used to develop a deeper understanding of the encountered threats. The benefit of 
prioritising recovery of function rather than closely investigating every incident is that it provides 
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robustness regardless of the nature of the threat. This approach may, however, negatively 
affect the preventive work, as the actor will not acquire a detailed understanding of the threat. 
Similarly, the actor will not gain an understanding of how that threat might develop in a more 
geopolitically strained situation. It is obvious that one perspective does not preclude the other. 
The ability to detect and identify antagonistic non-military threats among non-governmental 
actors needs to be developed, and this requires knowledge transfer and a sensitive approach 
to confidentiality. One could speak of the need for a minimum state of common knowledge in 
the energy industry, namely an overall threat picture consisting of well-considered but relevant 
examples, rather than the overall existing knowledge of known incidents and vulnerabilities. 
Though the cost of such an approach may be to inform opponents’ approaches, this could be 
offset by the expected benefit of knowledge dissemination.

Finally, the energy sector is currently undergoing a great transformation driven by new 
technological opportunities and environmental and climate policies, not least in Western 
Europe.83 The future holds more renewable energy sources, more efficient use of energy, 
electrification and decentralised smart grids. In a security context, some existing vulnerabilities 
might either be reduced or increased. Some brand new vulnerabilities will certainly arise. There 
is no doubt that it is theoretically possible to design future energy supply systems at least as 
secure as today’s systems. The main security concerns are probably not found in the end result 
of the transformation process, in terms of clean and efficient energy supply systems, but rather 
in the unexpected vulnerabilities that may emerge during this process.84 Security concerns and 
thorough risk analyses, including of the antagonistic perspective, need to be given a prominent 
place in the ongoing energy transition. Moreover, defence and security measures and policies 
need to be robust and able to adapt alongside the transformation process.

83. For example, more efficient batteries and other energy storage technologies (such as using 
compressed hydrogen gas as an energy carrier), cheaper and more efficient solar energy modules, 
improved wind energy harvesting and economically viable renewable liquid fuels.

84. See, for example, Daniel K Jonsson et al., ‘Energy Security Matters in the EU Energy Roadmap’, 
Energy Strategy Reviews (Vol. 6, 2015), pp. 48–56.



Conclusion and Policy 
Recommendations

THE PRIVATE SECTOR’S core business is not national security. As a result, knowledge of such 
threats is limited. Furthermore, in most government agencies, the defence perspective 
and awareness of state-initiated threats has been relatively absent in recent decades. To 

rectify this, a modest starting point would be to try to raise awareness of state-initiated threats 
by highlighting basic differences between various types of threats. As preventive actions against 
antagonistic threats affect the adversarial party, raising awareness would not only influence the 
effects of staged threats but also influence the threats themselves. Knowledge and awareness 
are important elements in a modern deterrence strategy.

The commercial energy industry plays a central role in the smooth running of society, and is 
thus a target for non-military aggression. But national security is principally a government 
matter. The responsibility to develop strategies for countering threats falls on governments 
and governmental agencies. The government has a duty to create favourable conditions and 
incentives for energy sector actors to participate in, and contribute to, the development of 
knowledge, crisis preparedness, appropriate strategies and countermeasures. Consequently, 
governments and governmental agencies should follow these five policy recommendations:

Recommendation 1: Develop primarily non-military countermeasures to meet  
non-military threats

Countering non-military threats is necessary to ensure that hostile strategies are not successful. 
This creates a deterrent to future attacks. To a certain extent, the non-military threat spectrum 
shows a gap between the defender’s peacetime foreign policy and diplomacy and available 
military defence measures. The strategy of using aggressive non-military means is essentially 
about exploiting the defender’s desire not to escalate the conflict and not to have to use 
military means.

The challenge of meeting this type of threat is primarily about filling this void and developing 
non-military countermeasures such as: threat detection; identification of the guilty party; 
communication strategies to embarrass the guilty party; diplomatic and economic sanctions and 
other internationally anchored punishments; physical precaution measures; and cyber defence 
measures. Measures should be prepared in advance in view of the antagonist’s available tools 
and stated goals, but also by observing the antagonist’s actual behaviour. The foundation for 
these measures is nevertheless the ability to maintain the functioning of society, which among 
other things requires a reliable energy supply.
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Recommendation 2: Address the vulnerability of critical infrastructure by way of 
increased actor and sector knowledge rather than a unilateral focus on overall principles 
of crisis management

The resilience of societal functions and critical infrastructures needs to be strengthened. 
Being able to navigate in the threat scene is important, but identifying vulnerabilities is key. 
The path to increased understanding of vulnerabilities is often to be found in the details, 
so a unilateral focus on overall crisis preparedness principles is not enough. It is necessary 
for responsible authorities to gain in-depth knowledge about individual actors, systems and 
sectors. A governmental interest in specific sectors and actors, rather than on abstract overall 
crisis preparedness principles, might also increase the commitment of sector actors to national 
security efforts.

Recommendation 3: Redefine what should be considered worthy of protection; focus 
less on objects, and more on functionality

Governments and central authorities’ control of security work and defence planning cannot 
be limited by obsolete administration and legal concepts. It may therefore be necessary to 
update security protection legislation or to change the way existing legal frameworks are put 
into practice. The definition of what is ‘worthy of protection’ and ultimately a matter of national 
security should be broadened to include wider society. Not only technical structures and supply 
commodities, but also institutions and actors, financial resources, norms and laws, are the 
building blocks for crisis management capabilities that must function, interact and match, and 
thus be considered as ‘worthy of protection’.

Furthermore, it is not feasible to continue to focus unilaterally on protection   in the form 
of individual objects (such as power plants) because overall functionality is what is central. 
Functionality must be considered from a systems perspective that includes, for example, 
dependencies between different systems and systems within systems. The dependencies must 
be understood and communicated among the actors concerned. A conflict situation is unlikely 
to affect only one sector at a time, which in turn requires cross-sector collaboration. Moreover, 
the skilled antagonist is an adversary who does not intend to adapt their tactics and strategy to 
fit a target’s organisational structures and current legal frameworks – quite the opposite.

Recommendation 4: Promote in-depth collaboration between intelligence and security 
services, and civil authorities and private actors, in order to increase the ability to detect 
and identify antagonistic non-military threats

The mission of the intelligence and security services is to detect, identify, warn about and 
act against threats. Warning about threats entails a need for dissemination of information to 
other authorities and not least private actors. Conversely, for the detection and identification 
of threats, information about potential antagonistic non-military threats perceived by private 
actors needs to be passed on to the intelligence and security authorities. The private actors 
therefore also need to be informed about what indications of antagonistic threats they should 
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look for. In short, collaboration between intelligence and security services, and civil authorities 
and private actors, is necessary.

Recommendation 5: Raise awareness of antagonistic non-military threats among 
private energy industry actors by promoting information dissemination while protecting 
confidentiality

Collected information about threats and vulnerabilities is usually confidential and thus not 
commonly available to private industry actors. At the same time, it is precisely among these 
actors that awareness needs to be raised. The degree of openness that is required must be 
weighed against the risks of revealing information that increases vulnerabilities and complicates 
defence efforts. In this, sectoral authorities such as governmental energy agencies play an 
important role in their interaction with the industry. Furthermore, the industry is governed 
by commercial interests. The disclosure of an individual actor’s own vulnerabilities can 
therefore result in competitive disadvantages towards other private actors. Understanding and 
meeting private actors’ need for business confidentiality is thus also an important issue for the 
responsible authorities.
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